In this work role of density profiles for the nonlinear propagation of intense laser beam through plasma channel is analyzed. By employing the expression for the dielectric function of different density profile plasma, a differential equation for beamwidth parameter is derived under WKB and paraxial approximation. The laser induces modifications of the dielectric function through nonlinearities. It is found that density profiles play vital role in laser-plasma interaction studies. To have numerical appreciation of the results the propagation equation for plasma is solved using the fourth order Runge-Kutta method for the initial plane wave front of the beam, using boundary conditions. The spot size of the laser beam decreases as the beam penetrates into the plasma and significantly adds self-focusing in plasma. This causes the laser beam to become more focused by reduction of diffraction effect, which is an important phenomenon in inertial confinement fusion and also for the understanding of self-focusing of laser pulses. Numerical computations are presented and discussed in the form of graphs for typical parameters of laser-plasma interaction.
Introduction
There has been considerable interest in the interaction of laser beam with plasma. Among the nonlinear optical effects, the self-interaction of intense laser beam occupies a significant place. The interaction of intense laser beam with plasma modifies the dielectric function of the medium. Moreover, the dielectric constant of the plasma depends on amplitude of laser beam, which further changes the propagation characteristics of the laser beam. Laser beam propagating in plasma channel can create its own waveguide in which geometric and diffraction divergence are removed and beam is self-focused. Self-focusing of laser beams is an important nonlinear process in laser produced plasma and laser based charged particle accelerators. For ultrafast laser pulses lasting the order of a picoseconds or less, the drift velocity of electrons in a plasma can be comparable to the velocity of light, causing a significant increase in the mass of the electron and consequently in the effective dielectric constant of the plasma. The nonlinearity in the dielectric constant arises on account of relativistic variation of mass for arbitrary magnitude of intensity and the density perturbations.
With the recent advancements in laser technology beam power can be a thousand times larger than the critical value. High power lasers are capable of achieving very high electric field and thus plasma can sustain extremely intense electric fields in which the plasma electron oscillates at relativistic velocities and, hence, the relativistic effect observed at such a high intensity of beam. For short laser pulses ion motion can be disregarded. In this case the nonlinearity of the medium due to propagation of the beam is determined by the relativistic motion of electrons. The ponderomotive nonlinearity plays an important role in self-focusing of laser beam due to expulsion of the electrons from the focal spot. A ponderomotive force attracts a particle regardless of its charge to low intensity field areas and repels it from high field areas.
The ponderomotive force associated with an intense laser beam expels electrons radially and can lead to cavitation in plasma. At high intensity these two factors, that is, relativistic effect and ponderomotive nonlinearity, contribute 2 Advances in Optical Technologies to focusing on a femtosecond time scale. The relativistic mass increase of the oscillating electrons leads to a decrease in the plasma frequency and thus a local increase in the refractive index. The ponderomotive expulsion of electrons from the beam path such that the ponderomotive force is balanced by the electrostatic field set up between the displacement electrons and the ions that remains on axis. These factors lead to a positive focusing effect that becomes stronger as the laser beam decreases in diameter and becomes more intense.
Relativistic interaction of a laser beam with plasma has been studied experimentally and theoretically by many authors in the past decades. High intensity laser-plasma interactions are of much current interest because of their application to laser-plasma accelerators [1, 2] , laser-plasma based harmonic generation [3, 4] , X-ray lasers [5] , and laser-driven inertial confinement fusion schemes [6, 7] . In these applications, one needs the laser beam to propagate over several Rayleigh lengths while preserving an efficient interaction with the plasmas. Therefore, self-focusing of a high-intensity laser beam and its propagation up to as much possible Rayleigh length in plasma is a very important research issue nowadays [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
When the beam power corresponds to the irradiance in the range where the dependence of the dielectric constant on the irradiance is pronounced, the radial variation of the dielectric constant may be strong enough to cause convergence, which overcomes the divergence due to diffraction. As the beam converges to a minimum level and again diverges due to dependence of the dielectric constant on irradiance of a Gaussian laser beam; this trend continues until the beam acquires its original width, after which the cycle gets repeated. This situation corresponds to oscillatory convergence or selffocusing. Beyond the focus, the nonlinear refraction starts weakening and the spot size of the laser increases, showing oscillatory behavior with the distance of propagation.
To overcome the diffraction and the successive high amplitude oscillation of the spot size, increasing plasma density gradients are introduced. The combined effect of ponderomotive and relativistic nonlinearities in the presence of density profiles are significant for the penetration of superintense laser pulses into plasmas especially regarding self-focusing and self-channelling phenomena. A preformed plasma density profile can prevent the beam diffraction and allows the propagation of an intense laser beam with long distance, and this is beneficial to the abovementioned applications.
In view of this in the present paper we have made an analytical investigation followed by numerical calculations to study relativistic ponderomotive self-focusing of a laser beam in inhomogeneous plasma with different density profiles. Based on WKB and paraxial theory, the critical curves are drawn and laser spot size evolution is analysed for inhomogeneous plasma. Numerical results and discussions are made next supported by figures.
Ponderomotive Self-Channeling
The laser pulses generating relativistic intensities are tightly focused-quite in contrast with electrons in plane waves.
Averaging the equation of motion of an electron in such an inhomogeneous field over the fast laser oscillations one arrives in the case of low laser field strength, at the description of a force acting on the electron. This force is called ponderomotive force and is directed along the gradient of the laser intensity. For a Gaussian beam profile this means that electrons are expelled from the optical axis.
Consider the propagation of an intense Gaussian laser beam through a cold plasma of electron density 0 , propagating along -direction. The amplitude of the electric vector E in cylindrical coordinate can be expressed as
) ,
is the electron plasma frequency, 0 is the initial radius of the beam, 0 is the plasma dielectric constant and choosing steppulse function ( ) = 1 for > 0 and ( ) = 0 otherwise, " " and " " are the electronic charge and mass, respectively, and " " is the velocity of light. The index of refraction or dielectric function can be written as
here, ( ) is the radial distribution of electron density, ( ) is the relativistic factor associated with the electron motion transverse to the laser propagation, and is the laser frequency. The dielectric function has dependence on irradiance EE * of a Gaussian beam and hence is the function of 2 ; therefore in the paraxial approximation can be expressed in powers of 2 . It will be seen from this that an on-axis maximum can be created through modification of the radial profile of and/or .
Considering the intensity dependence of electron mass, the relativistic ponderomotive force produced due to laser beam is
is the ponderomotive potential with relativistic factor
. At the front of the laser pulse ponderomotive force has axial and radial components. The radial ponderomotive force pushes the electrons radially 
For > 1, assuming a quasisteady-state with = − and using (4) in (6), we obtain modified electron density as
Equation (7) is valid in those regions of " " where the second term in the square bracket is greater than −1; otherwise = 0. Thus there is complete electron evacuation in region where
Assume that the pulse propagates without changing shape and employing a Gaussian constant shape ansatz for amplitude as [15, 16] 
where is the dimensionless beamwidth parameter which is unity at = 0,
is the radial component in cylindrical coordinate system, 0 is the initial beamwidth, and
) is the axial amplitude of the laser giving the modified electron density as
Using (10) in (3) and making Taylor expansion of dielectric function in the radial direction for arbitrary large nonlinearity under paraxial approximation can be written as
where
Laser Spot Size Evolution
The wave equation for the propagation of the laser is given as
Using the WKB approximation in inhomogeneous plasma the starting point is a solution of the form
where ( , ) is the slowly varying complex amplitude of the electric field. Substituting for ( , ) from (14) in (13) and neglecting the second order derivatives, the envelope equation is obtained as
Here is dielectric constant under relativistic mass and ponderomotive nonlinearity which is function of irradiance of a Gaussian beam and hence function of 2 . Using the effective dielectric function given by (11), the envelope equation (15) can be rewritten as
For nearly spherical wave front (a valid assumption in the paraxial approximation), the complex amplitude ( , ) may be expressed as
where and are real and the eikonal is given by
where (1/ )( / ) represents the inverse of the radius of curvature of the wave front. Substituting for ( , ) and ( , ) from (17) and (18) in (16) and equating the real and imaginary parts on both sides of the resulting equation, one obtains 
The first term on the right-hand side of (23) is due to the diffraction effect, the second term is due to the plasma inhomogeneities, and the last term is the nonlinear term that is responsible for laser relativistic self-focusing. At = 0 ( = 1), for 2 / 2 to vanish at some values of or requires 
Equation (24) expresses the dimensionless beam width 0 (at = 1) as a function of 0 . The function can be drawn as a curve in the ( 0 , 1/ 0 ) plane and is generally regarded as the critical power curve.
Density Profiles
Inhomogeneous plasma is a medium in which the charge density is nonuniform in space. The charge density variation is complex and depends on the type of plasma. In axial inhomogeneous plasma, the electron density changes along axial direction ( -axis) only. For such type of inhomogeneity, the electron density is written as
where (0) is the density of plasma at = 0 and ( ) is the density profile function dependent on -coordinate only. Some functions for axial inhomogeneity which have practical importance are as follows: linear profile:
parabolic profile:
exponential profile:
here is a constant which determines the slope and is adjustable. Considering the propagation equation (23) of laser beam in a self-created plasma channel, modified plasma frequency can be rewritten as
Therefore, in presence of density profiles the dielectric function, propagation equation, and beam radius get modified as 
After initial focusing of the laser, the relativistic mass effect will be much more pronounced in the region of increasing plasma density. Therefore, the laser focuses more during propagation in a plasma density profile. On the other hand, as the equilibrium electron density is an increasing function of the distance of propagation of the laser, the plasma dielectric constant decreases rapidly as the beam penetrates deeper and deeper into the plasma. Consequently, the upward plasma density profile plays an important role in enhancing laser focusing and the laser is more focused in comparison to the uniform distribution of plasma. Figure 1 represents the variation of the electron density with dimensionless distance of propagation , for different density profiles correspond to different values of initial electron density and slop parameter . The variation in the electron density of the plasma is partly responsible for the variation of the dielectric behavior along the axial direction. As these density profiles influence the dielectric behavior and nonlinearity of the plasma, it also affects the propagation of the beam in plasma. Here we have considered "linear, " "parabolic, " and "exponential" increasing density profile plasma. It is evident from Figure 1 that as compared to linear and parabolic profile exponential profile grows rapidly. In case of linear and parabolic profile initially linear profile grows faster as that of parabolic profile but after a certain value of distance of propagation parabolic profile grows faster as that of linear profile density plasma. The effects of different types of density profiles on the focusing of the beam are illustrated through the critical curves (a plot of initial beam width ( 0 ) against the dimensionless axial irradiance ( 0 ) shown in Figure 2) . On account of different density profiles, namely, without any density, linear, parabolic, and exponential density profiles, initially critical curves decrease and after a certain value the critical curves tend to correspondingly rise. If the initial value of 0 Advances in Optical Technologies and 0 of a laser beam is such that the point ( 0 , 0 ) lies on the critical curve, the value of ( 2 / 2 ) will vanish at = 0 ( = 0) since the initial value of ( / ) (in case the wave front in plasma) is zero; the value of ( / ) continues to be zero as the beam propagates through the plasma. Hence, the initial value of " , " which is unity (at or = 0), will remain unchanged. Thus, the beam propagates without any change in its beam width. Such propagation is known as uniform waveguide propagation. For initial point ( 0 , 0 ) of the beam lying above the critical curve, that is, on the opposite side of the curve as the origin ( 2 / 2 ) > 0 and for the points lying on the other side, ( 2 / 2 ) < 0, therefore, for the initial point not lying on the critical curve, the beam width parameter will either decrease (for point above) or increase (for point below), as the beam propagates. Figure 3 shows variation of beamwidth parameter ( ) with dimensionless distance of propagation ( ) corresponding to parameters as mentioned in the figures. In the region of low plasma density, the electrons are expelled from the highintensity region by a ponderomotive force; the nonlinearity in plasma comes by electron mass variation, which is due to intense laser and change in electron density. If there is no density profile, the beamwidth parameter decreases because of the nonlinear effects. As the diffraction effect becomes predominant the beamwidth parameter increases after attaining a minimum value and the laser beam starts diverging owing to saturation of nonlinearity. Hence, the laser becomes focused and defocused and shows an oscillatory behavior. If there is an increasing density profile, the beamwidth parameter decreases up to a Rayleigh length and does not increase dimensionless beamwidth parameter for the second and higher orders decreases continuously, as compared to homogeneous plasma.
Results and Discussion
Careful observation of these results from Figure 3 indicates that for linearly, parabolic, and exponential axially increasing inhomogeneous density profile plasma, minimum value of the normalized beamwidth parameter ( min ) for the second and higher orders decreases continuously, as compared to without any density profile inhomogeneous plasma. This is because on increasing electron density, nonlinearity increases. Hence refraction dominates over the diffraction effect, which yields less value of ( min ). These curves also indicate that for axial distance, exponentially increasing density profile plasma has low value of ( min ) as compared to the value obtained for without density profile, linear density profile, and parabolically increasing density profile plasma. If linear and parabolic density profile curves are observed, 2 ) of the beam with dimensionless distance of propagation corresponding to ( 0 , 0 ) = (3, 2) and = 0.2. Curves I, II, III, and IV correspond to without any density profile linear, parabolic, and exponential density profiles, respectively. then we find that initially linear density profile curve gives low value of ( min ) as compared to parabolic density profile plasma but when the value of axial distance (dimensionless distance of propagation ) is more than a certain characteristic length, the parabolically increasing density profile plasma is more effective than linearly increasing density profile plasma. This is due to the fact that for axial distance to be less than the characteristic length, the variation of electron density with is more effective for linearly increasing electron density profile. Similarly we get the results for oscillatory divergence of the beam as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows the variation of the dimensionless axial intensity of the beam as a function of the dimensionless distance of propagation for inhomogeneous plasma corresponding to the parameters as indicated in the figure. It shows that the successive intensity peaks are higher and the peaks for the exponential variation of inhomogeneity grow faster than those for the linear and parabolic case. These peaks are corresponding to the foci of Figure 3 . One may conclude that the successive foci have smaller beam width. The figure also shows that the interval between successive peaks keeps decreasing.
The experimental results on relativistic self-focusing and channel formation have been observed by many authors [17, 18] . They studied the propagation of an intense laser beam in plasma, including the relativistic and ponderomotive effects. Their results show that the laser beam can acquire a minimum spot size due to the relativistic self-focusing in plasma. Substantially, the analytical and numerical work presented here shows reduction in defocusing effect with the introduction of plasma density profiles. Thus, density profile functions significantly increase relativistic self-focusing of a laser beam in plasma producing ultrahigh laser irradiance over distances much greater than the Rayleigh length which can be used for various applications towards plasma-based accelerators and inertial confinement fusion.
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